where r, a, N are constants, N, rpositive. bEs denotes the (generalized) Skorohod integral.
A' precise meaning ofthis integral will be given in the next section. We denote by 0 the Wickproduct.
I i
(1) was first proposed by Lindstr0m et. al. (L0U] as a modell for population growth in a crowded stochastie environment. For deterministie initial conditions Xo, where 0 :::; X o :::; 1 and X o :f.~, they found an explicit solution to (1) using white noise methods.
Their solution is a "true" stochastie variable. The case Xo =~represents some kind of "stochastic bifurcation point", since no stochastic variable exists as a solution for this initial conditio~ (see Lindstrfim et. al. fL0UJ for their, remark .) The main motivation for this paper is to give an explicit solution also for the case Xo =~. In section 4 we show that for this initial condition, we do not even.have a.solution in the spac~of Hidadistributions, (5)*. This suggeststhat the space of Kondratiev distributions, (5)-1, is the natural space for this problem. ,Moreover, using Wiek Calculus on the space of Kondratievdistributions,
.'
(5)-1, we are able to find an explicit solutionof (1) for general initial conditions with .
positive expectation~Now, however, the solution is no longer a stochastie variable, but a generalized sto~hastic variable living in the abstract space (5)-1.
Same Preliminaries -
We start by, recalling some of the basic definitions and featul'es of the white noise analysis. For a more complete account, see Hida et.al. [HKPS] and Gjessinget. al.
[GHL0UZ].
. . ' As usual, let 5' (JR d ) denote the space of tempered distributions on JRd, which is the dual ofthe well-knownSchwartz space S (JR d Of special interest will be the space
where fn E L 2 (JR nd ) and fn is symmetric in its n'variables (in the sense that fn ( U all ... , uaJ ...:... fn( Ul, ••• , u n ) for all permutations (7, where Ui E lR d ). The right hand .side of(2) are the multiple Itointegrals.
There is an equivalent expansion of F E L 2 (J..L) in terms of the Hermite polynomials:
We explain thismore closely: Define the HerT"(titefunction~n(x) of order n as where x'E JR, n = 1,2, .... {~n}~=l for~s an orthonormal basis for L 2 (IR) . Therefore the family {ea} of tensor products / (wherea denotes the multi-:-index(all"" ad)) forms an orth~normal basis for L 2 (IR d ) . Assume that the family of all multi-indices ß = (ßll' .. , ßd) is given a fixed ordering
Let a = (all,'" am) be a multi-index. It was shown ?y Ito that
where Bj(wr= fJEld ej(x)dBx(w),n = lai and @ denotes thesymmetrized tensor product (e.g., f@g(x,y) •.. _. ,;.
•. ,.,., (8) is given as in the theorem, the action of '11 on 'I/Jis given by
Note that no assumptions are made regarding the convergence ofthe formal series in(6). We can in a natural way regard L 2 (J.L) as a subspace of (8)
then by (7) the action of F on 1jJ E (8) is given by,
Since 1is an element of (8), the expectation function can beextended to (8)*:
We will now introduce the spaces (8) 
(('I!s,'ljJ)) E £1([O,T]'ds) \ \,,'
'T for all 'ljJE (5)1, we define theunique (5) We end this section with a nice property of the (5) 
The Solution Of The Population Modell
, For simplicity we will assurne that N = 1 in modell (8). Wealso as'sume that X o E (5)7-1 and that '
Hermite transforming the sto~ha:stic equation (8) 
We have .
•. .. (9) is:
Hence, after some manipulation, 
..
,~W e show that Xt is not an element ofthe Hidadistribution space (S)*: In Hida et. al.
[HKPS] the S-transform of an element of (S)*, is defined as \ für~E S(IR). The S-transform of Xt given in (11) 
